In this paper, we address the issue of feature encoding for distributed image classification systems. Such systems often extract a set of features such as color, texlure and shape from the raw multimedia data automatically and store them as content descriptors. This content-based metadata supports a wider variety of queries than text-based meladata and thus proTides a promising approach for efficient database access and management. When the size ofthe database becomes large and the number oP clients connected to the server increases, the feature data requires a significant amount of storage space and transmission bandwidth. Thus it is useful to devise techniques to compress the features. In this paper, we propose an optimal design of a classified quantizer in a rate-disiortioncomplexity optimization framework. A Decision Tree Clssrifier (DTC) is applied to clasify the compressed data. We employ the Generalized Breiman, Freidman, Olshen, and Stone (G-BFOS) algorithm to design the optimal pre-classifier, which is a pruned suhtree of the decision tree, and to perform the optimal hit allocation among classes. The optimization is carried out based not only on a rate budget, but also on a coding compledly constraint. We illustrate this framework by showing a texture classification example. Our results show that by using a classified quantizer to encode the features, we are able to improve the percentage of correct classification by 11%, as compared to using a quantizer without preclassification at the same rate. This improvement in classification also leads to a reduction of the number of images transmitled between server and client.
I. INTRODUCTION
In multimedia classification applications, such as contentbased retrieval of imagelvideo data [ I], multiple features(color, texture, shape, etc.) are extracted from the query signal and compared with the database to find the best match. There are several options available to design the system. One option is lo keep a full-fledged classification engine locally at each client and then contact the server only once the best match images have been identified. Obviously this method is too complex to be applicable to clients which have limited storage space and processing power. Another option is to have the imagelvideo compressed and sent to the remote server, where it will be classified. This second method may be problematic if bandwidth is This research has been funded i n pan by NASA under grant AIST.0122-0005 and by Integrated Media Systems Center, a National Science Foundation Engineering Research Center.
limited and the server response may be slow when a large number of clients are connecting and sending requests to the server at the same time. We propose an intermediate solution where features are extracted and compressed at the client, sent through the link and classified remotely at the centralized server. We cqll this method distributed classification.
There are three factors that should be taken into consideration in designing distributed classification systems: bandwidth requirement for transmitting the feature data, classification accuracy. and the computational complexity imposed on the clients. In real applications, various feature sets (color, texture, shape. motion, etc) are extracted to represent the content information of imageslvideos. Besides the global feature information, local feature extraction is often performed to constrain the feature extraction within homogeneous regions 121 to enable localized queries that search for given features in specific parts of an image. Bandwidth requirements for transmitting these features are not trivial and can become a bottleneck when a large number of clients are querying the database server at the same time. Using compressed features in this context will lead to significant bandwidth and disk YO savings since the feature data can be represented with far fewer bits. Now with the classification performed on compressed feature data instead of uncompressed data, classification error will be introduced due to compression. Features may need to be transmitted again for the mislabeled images due to the classification error that is introduced. Thus, efficient compression algorithms are needed to reduce the bit rate of the feature data and at the same time their impact on classification performance is minimized. All compression schemes involve trade-offs between coding complexity and coding performance. Obviously, if more memory and more computation power are available at the clients, better coding performance will be achievable.
In real applications a Decision Tree Classifier(DTC) is often used to enable fast query response for large image databases. Images which are similar in the feature space get assigned to the same tree node as traversing down this classification tree. Thus data tends to be clustered within each node. This property can be exploited to enable efficient quantization and entropy coding. In this paper we propose to perform a coarse version of the classification as a pre-processing before the data is com- pressed, and design separate encoders for each of the resulting classes. In previous proposed Classified Vector Quantization schemes [31[4l, the classifier and the codebook for each class are designed in a sequential manner and the complexity of the resulting system plays no role in the design process. Instead, in this paper, we present a framework where the pre-classifier and the quantization parameter for each of the classes are searched in a joint manner under rate and complexity constraints using Generalized BFOS algorithm. Although we present an example where a simple uniform scalar quantization is employed and K-means tree is used as the classifier, the idea can easily be generalized to any classified quantization system where a decision tree is involved. This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a brief description of classified quantization techniques and introduces the novelty of our work. Section I11 states the problem that we try to solve and Section IV describes our proposed algorithm to solve the problem. The performance of proposed method is shown in section V using a simple texture classification example. Note that although we show the result specifically for texture classification. the idea can be used in other scenarios as well where we have multiple features to perform the classification. Finally, section VI concludes this work and discusses prospective future work.
CLASSIFIED QUANTIZATION SYSTEMS
In Classified Quantization systems, inputs are first classified and then quantized with quantizers specifically designed for each of the classes. Figure 1 shows a generic classified quantization system. There are two components involved in a classified quantization system design: Source modeling, where the classifier is designed lo hest model the source distributions; Optimal quantizer design for each of the classes. In this work, we address the issue of optimal design of a classified quantizer in a rate-distortion-complexity framework. The rate and complexity constraints play the role of deciding how much pre- proposed an algorithm to optimally allocate bits among classes using the Generalized BFOS algorithm for a Ad-class CVQ.
The bit allocation was modeled as a (At, 1) tree where the root had A t children and each child is an unary subtree representing a linked list of codebook sizes for the corresponding class in increasing size order. The process of optimal bit allocation among the A t classes involves assigning a maximum number of bits to each source and then reducing the number bits in order of increasing magnitude slope of increase in distortion to decrease in rate. Note that the main difference between [41 and our work is that we jointly search for the optimal pre-classifier and bit allocation among classes under both rate budget and complexity constraints. In [4] and [3], a hf-class classifier was assumed to be fixed during the design of quantizers, and no complexity constraint was imposed in the system design. In this paper, we focus on the optimal design of the pre-classifier, as a pruned version of the original classifier, and the quantizers for each of the classes. We assume an original decision tree classifier was designed beforehand.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Some reasonable structural restrictions are imposed on the quantizers to simplify our formulation. Uniform scalar quantizer is employed as the baseline quantizer due to its simplicity, and entropy coding such as Huffman coding is applied to losslessly encode the quantization indexes. The stepsizes are chosen from a pre-defined discrete set. Figure 2 shows the structure of such a coding system. Each classified encoder a; consists of a bank of uniform quantizers {A6,1, Ai,z, .._, A~, N } followed by entropy coding {~~, j , . j = 1, ..., N } of the quantization indexes. The decoder consists of entropy decoding followed by inverse quantization. X E RN is the reconstructed vector for input X E RN.
Our goal is to find the optimal subtree S' j 7 as the preclassifierandthesetofstepsizes {Al,j,j = 1, ..., N}forquan-tization of each class i , such that the overall distortion is minimized subject to a rate budget R b and complexity constraint cb. Let us introduce the notations that will be used in this paper.
DO, C ( ) and R ( ) are tree functionalsdefined as:
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Instead of solving the constrained problem (2), we use Lagrange Multipliers and solve the dual problem:
the convex hull of the operating (U,, U,) pairs over all possible pruned subtrees S 5 7.
We define two tree functionals as follows: As the sample space is hierarchically partitioned by the Nearest-Neighbor classification tree 7 defined in Euclidean space, within each node t data tends to be clustered. Due to this clustering property of the classifier, for a fixed multiplier A, the tree functional Ul tends to be monotonically decreasing as the tree grows. On the other hand, the complexity of the system is monotonically increasing since both the depth of the tree and the number of encoders become larger. This ensures that the optimal point will be found by pruning the tree. We propose a nested optimization algorithm to jointly search for the optimal suhtree S' and the set of quantization stepsizes {Ai,j} for a given rate budget and complexity constraint. The basic idea is: First initialize the multiplier A; Then for this fixed multiplier, we choose the set of stepsizes which minimize the functional u l ( t ) V t E 7. We call this process "populate"; Then the G-BFOS algorithm is used to prune the original tree 7 until the complexity constraint C 6 is satisfied. Then we prune the original tree 7 with the functional uy"(t) updated with multiplier A,,, until target complexity budget is satisfied, then repeat the process until convergence. Note that every time we prune, we always start from the original tree 7. The detailed algorithm is as foljows: (S) and Uz(S). It prunes off branches Tt of tree 7 in order of increasing slope p = * to find its optimal pruned subtrees.
A(Ui, t) is the change of the tree functional Ui(increase for CJl and decrease for U,) if the branch rooted at node t is pruned off. It was proved that the generalized BFOS(G-BFOS) algorithm is capable of tracking out the extreme points which lie on 
v. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We show the performance of the proposed method using a simple texture classification example. The idea can be used in general scenarios where the classification is based on multiple image features. We perform the optimization on a binary decision tree 7. 7 is built in a top-down manner using K-means algorithm until only one class is left at each leaf node. The training set L = {X, Y} is a labeled vector sequence obtained by Fig. 3 . The Rate-Distartion-Complexity surface obrained by proposed optimization framework. We employed vaditianal mean yum error in lhis example. The complexity is evaluated as the cost of traversing the nee plus a weighted rlorage cost for loring the encoders. with the weighting factor w = 1 for this example. Rate is computed as the enuopy rate of the quantization outputs. Comparison of R-D performance between systems with preclassification (using tree lengths 3.8818 and 6.4696) and without preclassification (tree length 0).
computing the wavelet feature of the Brodatz texture album. X is a ten-dimensional feature vector and Y is the associated texture label. Details of obtaining the features are available in [SI. The stepsizes {Ai,j} are chosen from a predefined discrete set {32: 16,8,4,2}. Figure 3 shows the obtained Rate-DistortionComplexity surface. We can see the tradeoff between rate, distortion and complexily of the system and we can verify the convexity of the surface, as predicted by Goyal and Vetterli [9] . In Figure 4 , we show the rate-distortion performance for this coding system with and withoutpre-classification. Substantial coding gain is obtained by employing a classified quantizer instead of a single quantizer, or by using a higher-complexity classification tree. In real applications, depending on how much complexity is allowed for the encoder, we are able to choose the best subtree as the pre-classifier which gives as much coding gain as possible.
We also perform texture classification with the compressed data using the decision tree classifier 7 and the result is shown in Figure 5 . As is clearly shown in the figure, a lower classi- length equals to 3.9. Although we assume the traditional mean squared error distortion in this experiment, it can be extended to other distortion measures. Further study is needed on design of the distortion metric other than Mean Square Error to use for classification tasks.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an optimal framework for the design of an entropy-and complexity-constrainedclassified quantization system. The Generalized BFOS(G-BFOS) was applied to jointly search for the optimal pre-classifier and the quantization parameters for each of the classes. The coding gain of employing such a system was illustrated by a texture classification example. The framework could easily be generalized to classified quantization systems where decision tree is involved. Our future work would be to optimally design the quantizers for the set of classes in the sense of best classification performance, with the fidelity criterion extended from traditional mean square error to more meaningful distortion measure for classification. The work of finding the optimal transform coding is also under progress.
